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Give your patlentth© benefit
of the most efficient sea) avail-
abte-TheBiob"-withjusrone
size to fit any adult face on the
firsttry..even with inexperi-
enced hands, even on
bearded or elderly
faces. Give yourself
the reassurance of &
a vaive that vents \»
exhalation away - £
from you.
Six air-
ways,
color-
coded • ms^m>- a w l .
by size W ^ ^ 1 3
for fast ^ ^ ^ ^ '
recognition, snap in easily.

Bag Easy" Disposable
Manual Resuscitator:
High tidal volume
and high FIO2 are
quick to deliver.
The 2100 cc
bag provides
your patient a
large volume'
every squeeze
and gives you/
a good feel
for airway
patency
and lung
compliance^
The exclusive "*
double-swivel
neck lets you work quickly
and effectively, even in
the tightest rescue situa-
tions. The BagEasy is as
rugged as any reusable
resuscitator, but adds the
assured sanitation of a
disposable.

re&cue producte«
save time Every one helps you
establish an effective airway fast
even in tough rescue situations.
And the faster for you, the better
for your patient. Call or write for
detailed data sheets on each
product.

the PtL helps j
aspiration of i
secretions. When i
is not possible the PtL
provides ventilation
and oxygen-
ation equiv-
alent to
an ETT—,

Easy Products Mean Critical Care Solutions

even
in facial

injury and
c-spine cases.

SecureEasy™ Quickstrap
ETT Holder:
Because this is no time
for extubation.
SecureEasy's non-elastic
headband and unique tube
holder help inhibit accidental
extubation, which saves you
time-consuming re-intubation
and helps
reduce
patient
airway
trauma.
The built-
in bite
block
helps to
prevent airway
occlusion and the
problems it can cause.
No tape or adhesives are
needed, so SecureEasy
holds even to sweaty,
bearded, or traumatized
faces.
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The Berg Resuscitation Apparatus
"Because Man Only Has Two Hands!"

* hether your service is BLS or ALS, the
Berg Resuscitation Apparatus can help you administer
safe and effective ventilations while eliminating personnel
shortages and saving money. The B.R.A. combined with
your 401/min. demand valve is a simple yet effective
resuscitator.

.he B.R.A. allows two medics to perform two-person
CPR by allowing one medic to control both the ventilations
and chest compressions with the use of the remote trigger.
Now the second medic can concentrate on a more effective
two-hand mask seal and other advanced airway procedures.
FIGURE 1

Basic Life Support

a"nee the patient is intubated, one medic is now
completely hands-free to perform ALS procedures while the
second medic continues to perform uninterrupted two-person
CPR alone. FIGURE 2

.he B.R.A.'s simple design makes it easy to be used by
both Basic or Advanced Life Support Teams. The B.R.A.
is lightweight, can be used almost anywhere, and costs
hundreds of dollars less than other ventilators. For a no
obligation 30-day trial of this unique product, simply send
us a letter on your service's letterhead. Experience for
yourself the advantages of the B.R.A.

Advanced Life Support

Remote Trigger allows the rescuer to control ventilations while performing
other functions, i.e. creating two-handed mask seal or chest compressions.

CT
Coiled steel cable stays flexible and
functional under repeated punishment.

Alert valve sounds a tone when
resistance pressures
approach 50cm H2O, as in
obstruction or poor lung
compliance

Flexible respiratory
tubing.

INNOVATIONS IN EMERGENCY CARE

Ultra-high density canister houses
and protects your demand valve.

One way patient valve is disposable and includes
built-in adjustable P.E.E.P.
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